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Under the Big Top

By Mia Feroleto

A

lthough I was born in Burlington, Vermont, I spent
-

I clearly remember the excitement my older brother and I

the clowns, the beauty of the horse acts, the thrill of the

derstood that live animals do not belong in the circus and
Many years later, I joined the Board of Directors of Dance
ed in the world of performance art and came to understand

in making art from materials that surround us in everyday
made from old cardboard boxes, and branches found in the
Peter describes using the end rolls of newsprint from
newspapers to created painted scrolls that were part of his
early parades and performances in New York City back in the
I tracked down the end rolls of newsprint from The Daily
News
per Swim,” which I produced at the DIA Center for the Arts
ing where administrator and former dancer Joan Duddy created a rehearsal space used by countless choreographers

-

DTW was known as an incubator of the best and the
it boasts the highest number of recipients of the MacArthur
formers were given the support and space needed to dewho began her career at DTW and went on to be honored

ity to play will be vital in the next few years as we navigate

The history of circus arts is centuries old—traveling from
town to town to entertain people whose lives, in general,

is produced on a volunteer ba-

inspired me to invite Guest Editor Brenda Zlamany to colBread and Puppet Theater founder Peter Schumann discusses the history of Bread and Puppet and the nexus of

Elizabeth Streb Open Workout
Photographer unknown, photo courtesy of Bobby Hedglin-Taylor
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Mia Feroleto

their museum and grounds in Glover, Vermont, Bread and
Puppet inspired us all to live cleaner, simpler lives where
we bake our bread, grow our vegetables and collaborate

7

porary circus in a variety of mediums and approaches, in-

A Note from Guest Editor Brenda Zlamany

may not be available to all of us now, I invite you to discover
emailed him images of my

As I grew into adulthood, I regularly followed circuses from

During the pandemic lockdown, I drew on these experiand gymnasts in the World Nomad Games in Saudi Arabia,

daughter and me, and we developed friendships with the
-

I was thrilled when Mia Feroleto invited me to be the Guest
Editor of an issue on the circus where I could focus on my

while they

hope that we will be able to enjoy the circus in person again

happen to have a circus poem in him, and to my surprise
and delight, he wrote
, a nine-part
poem loosely based on my
on the theme,

, I discovered Rhona Bit-

-

what other painters might see in the works that are impor-

, Barbara

and his

instead, an opportunity to think about

I also wanted to include the point of view of performers,
interviewed Bobby Hedglin-Taylor and Cassandre Joseph as
The STREB performance space had been so important to
my daughter and me in the early days of Williamsburg,
about STREB in her series of interviews, and with the help
Peter Schumann, founder and director of Bread and Pupart of clowning and how clowns use their art to serve the

the reader a peek into my studio and a closer look at four of

Brenda Zlamany, World Upside Down (detail)
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opportunity to bring this wonderful material together in one
tributors, and all of the contributors to this issue who gener-

9

Sand Dunes and Stilts
D
By Brenda Zlamany

uring the lockdown of March 2020, I turned for in-

-

man and Picasso, I found the circus to be an apt metaphor

depicts an inverted

designs for Jazz

portrays a fellow resident from the camel fes-

and repulsion, freedom and danger, mastery and vulnerabilOnly a year earlier, I was living and working in a real circus environment in the Dahna Desert of Saudi Arabia, sur-

My group of nine
, based on the enigcame especially relevant because the wearing of masks was

During my one-month residency at the King Abdulaziz Camel

and push up against the edges of rectangles that barely

there and also made sketches, took photos, and recorded

-

When I returned to Brooklyn, I temporarily set aside this
material to work on
, a portrait project
York City went into lockdown, I had to put this project on
Brooklyn studio, I decided to use up a dozen stretchers that
large, over ten feet (the perfect height of canvas for

Brenda Zlamany in Saudi Arabia

West Coast and other environmental catastrophes, my feel-

10

young subject triumphantly balances in a

while

I have just begun sketches for
, a six-by-eighteenfoot-long triptych in which a procession of diverse circus

complexity of
will provide a safe haven to immerse myself in during the upcoming months as the threat
of another lockdown looms, and the large cast of characters

sketches, photos, recordings, and notes from the camel fes-

-

combine to address feelings, search for truths in an uncer-

bounty of imagery that is at once malleable and celebratory,
poignant yet lavish, allows me to create new metaphors,

more importantly, provided moments of beauty in a dark
-

11

Photographs by Brenda Zlamany
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DOMESTIC RESURRECTION CIRCUS: SMALL TOWN, BIG STORY IN GLOVER, VERMONT
By Mia Feroleto

F

or more than 50 years, Peter Schumann and Bread

ter about the founding of Bread and Puppet Theater in New

of New York City could accommodate massive puppets set

The Schumanns lived in a predominantly Ukrainian neighborhood shared with many Spanish-speaking families with
performances that could easily allow the performers to run
away from the cops and avoid arrest for performing with-

We cannot discuss Bread and Puppet without talking
about the bread that is made and shared at every perfor-

-

Peter Schumann and his wife Elka moved to the lower East
Cage were friends who were teaching workshops in dance
and choreography for those who were highbrow and edu-

his more than 50-year career, and the number is stagger-

us to thumb our noses at Uncle Sam and make fun of him at
protest with the power of art rather than simply hand out
-

Thousands and thousands of people visit Glover each

promotes a sustainable, wholesome way of living, supportfreshing and inspiring to see how each part supports the
terials can be turned into art to feed the soul in the same

the thrill of seeing these larger than life puppets animated

Peter has shared with me and in other interviews that

Breaking bread with strangers is a way of making friends
from all over the world and spreading the joy, good cheer

with real people to address problems and concerns in their

of any abstract and intense style of thinking that you might
-

ers know they are special because they have this extraor-

Working regularly with items readily available such as

a state, a rather remarkable group has assembled to help
Vermont, your senses will be overwhelmed by the depth and
breadth of individual beings who inhabit the Shaker barn

daily news while our media outlets lie by omission rather

amazing group of individuals who have migrated to or been

Peter and Elka Schumann
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Peter Schumann, Chair Series

lucky to have friends and neighbors such as Will Allen, who
lead the way for GMO labeling laws in the state, or journalist

that Bread and Puppet Theater has the most extraordinary
ful handmade, enormous puppets surrounded by the colors
of Vermont—green and blue—and these cloud forms whose
And for those who would like to see Bread and Puppet

and Puppet Theater and Peter Schumann and his late wife
The last thing Peter Schumann shared with me during

here is the link:

added advantage of the clouds in the Northeast Kingdom of
They seem to go on for days and are formed from what ap-

16
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Rhona Bitner’s Photographs of the Circus
By Donna Gustafson

I

formers—and the image of the performer that was captured

of the circus as a space between here
and somewhere else appealed to me beand work by Polly Apfelbaum, Alexander
Calder, Charles Demuth, Walker Evans,
Walt Kuhn, and Bruce Nauman, among
others, travelled to the Wadsworth Athdestroyed the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus), the Ringling Muers because it is important to remember
the long history of the circus, even in the
This essay gives me the opportunity to remember my immersion in the circus and
its history, and to look more deeply at

darkroom, she embarked on a seri-

Acknowledging the
symmetry between theater
and photography—in both,
one enters a black box and
an image appears—and
understanding that both
the stage and the lens
act as apertures through
which the greater world is
observed and interpreted,
my work uses the theatrical
space to consider a shared
human experience.
—Rhona Bitner, 2020

She photographed circuses and

not go backstage, set up her camera at ringside, or enter the private
She photographed from the seats
—capturing the experience of the
circus as a member of the audience
around photography turns on
cause her images are fully invested
in the experience of the circus

a metaphorical world that only exists in extraordinary mo-

-

unseen things we take home from our trips to the theater,

a juggler balancing too many wooden chairs to be physically
dreamers, the clowns are the rest of us who fall, get up, fall
favorite images of the circus because they encompass all the
focus on a single act, and the darkness that isolates each

She began to think about the camera in very simple terms,
making a conceptual leap that connected the black box con-

18

view of human nature, an understanding of the frailty and

19

series, it is the space or the curtain or the ballet shoe that
move the individual performer from the spectacle and most
The never-wavering focus on the performer reminds us that
singular feats of skill, strength and daring have always been
master and brought out into the ring (the stage) and per-

turn to center stage for a bow and applause is one of the satbareback rider must not fall, a knife thrower must always hit
they also capture a moment of high drama that will live in
the memories of those who partake fully in the illusions of
bined with those who follow his or her progress illuminated
of the photographs is comparable to memories, not stories,
It is hard for me to imagine what people who have not

make of the exaggerated gestures frozen by the camera, the

of absolute freedom in these small moments without conknowledge of the circus (if that is even possible), I would
all of the absolute importance of those leaps of faith that
Rhona Bitner, Trapeze

20
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Rhona Bitner, Chairs - fig. 3
Rhona Bitner, Hoops- fig. 2
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Circus Cycle: Don’t Send in the Clowns

By Phoebe Hoban

T

he circus, with its strange mix of the sinister and
the magical, has always exerted an eternal appeal

Cirque

of its not-so-wild animals—the well-trained elephants and
Think of the circus, and half-a-dozen iconic art-historical

-

-

Six Circus
and saddest of all,

Fernando, a highly popular extravaganza in Montmartre,
Le Cirque

anced on one foot astride a prancing white horse, a nimble

, to his austere circus
, otherwise known as

in the series include
musician clutching his guitar and pinioned on the horns of
studded harness, (
also known as

-

-

Picasso, Les Saltimbanques
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Family_of_Saltimbanques.JPG#/media/File:Family_of_Saltimbanques.JPG

24

Lautrec, At the Circus, Fernando and the Rider

25

the classic clown, although clowns clearly embody both the
painter, has created images that are minus the blur of mo-

ented portrait of herself and her daughter, Oona, inspired in
, (2020-

Seurat, Le Cirque

Goya, Una Reina Du Cirque
https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/una-reina-del-circo-disparate-puntual-francisco-de-goya/1wH6uxoLR5cmHA

The two performers are dressed in brightly colored, boldly

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Georges_Seurat,_1891,_
Le_Cirque_(The_Circus),_oil_on_canvas,_185_x_152_cm,

jester, and is shyly holding up her ballooning polka dot pan-

that Brenda Zlamany, a highly-skilled portrait painter, came

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Performers: Father and Son, 202021, Oil on linen, 72 x 46 in.

inhabitants, Zlamany went to the King Abdul Aziz Camel Fesed focus of the trip, Zlamany found herself living in what she
-

the performer with the hat, alive to the moment, like Oona,
-

As source material for future work, she made thousands

, so I was looking
-

performing—when the act was dropped, and they were for a
in what they present to the viewer than in what I catch when

jester is also perhaps a passing homage to Antoine WatGilles
,

With the advent of the covid pandemic, Zlamany turned
to this rich cache of sketches and photographs for her

pliant young woman is hanging upside down, legs splayed
across the top of the shape of the cross, feet bound to the

Degas, Miss La La at the Cirque Fernando
for me to have some busy work—it was a good way to deal

26

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edgar_Degas,_Miss_
La_La_at_the_Cirque_Fernando,_1879.jpg

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Performers: Father and Son, detail

27

vid, because I felt that there was a kind of innocence and
beauty to the boy, looking out into an uncertain future and,

As Zlamany explains of her choices in composing the
-

The cruciform appears again in the buoyant
-

The father, his full height constricted by the top of the
looks simultaneously weighted down by his own state and

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Performers: Father and Son,
(detail)
below her is a voluminous crimson curtain, a gorgeous—and
done in the period where there were ambulances passing

that you get to use cadmium red out of a tube for most of

ing—image of a large, stocky man, presumably a sideshow
Says Zla, with
Brenda Zlamany, Stilt-Walkers (Family Portrait #3), 202021. Oil on linen, 120 x 60 in. (detail)

28

Brenda Zlamany, Young Acrobat, 2021, Oil on linen, 72 x 66 in.
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there was a sense of a light at the end of the seemingly end-

The Precarious Joy of
Katherine Bradford’s Circus
By Eric Aho

old, is elevated in a classic releve
casso provided a powerful reference, with his

-

Big-Top stretched high on poles tethered by heavy ropes

and his

-

erly spectacles, and what fun it must be to make, to direct,

Strong-women and strong-men—strong-everybody—pertells it, her kids believed she might well have joined the cirShe ran toward art—to the miraculous freedom of paint-

Painted near his balancing foot is his pet, a rabbit, symbol
-

Zlamany has managed to maintain some of that earlier

to be called

Katherine Bradford, Mother Joins the Circus

30
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-

-

of

tending to a full range and pulse of feeling: rising, falling with
the holding, reaching, and touching (you can almost feel the
rush of serotonin and dopamine) all bound by sacred color—

-

-

Everyone has their own hoops to jump through, including

pressions are obscured as if glimpsed through a scrim of
diant from within (like the magical Seurat Sideshow which
she tells me is a favorite) and the result is an unexpected

32

Katherine Bradford, Bareback Riders

33

Goya’s Stilts Painting
By Julie Heffernan

W

—or brilliant—all his Black

-

ward like baby bird wings set loose from the stringencies
-

window and all the black hats that ricochet around the can-

appears,
words, one senses the reportorial gusto Goya felt, that led

the abyss that made Goya more than a can of beans, it starts
with

III, it renders up almost no discussion at all when you google
it, except for a cursory blurb from the Prado Museum where
Klingender—have barely anything to say about
Executed the same year as
, which historiGoya,

Francisco José de Goya y Lucientes, Stilts, 1791 - 1792.
Oil on canvas. Height: 268 cm; Width: 320 cm
Collection : Museo Nacional del Prado
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/stilts/ddd97837-52bb-4f15-bd4d-68839c03779f
This image is in the public domain:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Los_zancos_(Goya).jpg

moment,
two points serving as thrusts for two
ing them up high into the sky above the crowd, ostensibly to
entertain a
who looks on from her upper story window,
around them: the legs of two buglers accompanying them

34
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Strong Man, Clown and Dancer: From Goya’s Stilts to Brenda Zlamany’s Masks
—The Circus as Metaphor and Motif
By David Cohen

T

-

sketches, photographs and video clips that furnished a series
that would surface a couple of years later in lockdown when,
-

Donna Gustafson, a contributor to this special Circus issue of

-

true otherness of traveling troupes resides in the immense
itself was the rapport between audience and performer,
men and women performing as stock characters and acts
of the circus have lives independent of the ring as they rehearse, parade and sideshow their talent, dressing up and
losing themselves, becoming that essence of the other, the
-

pity as a young man in the peanut gallery is convinced that
interpreted this slippage between audience and performer
(

ing stances towards Zlamany, the painterly trick rider in her

precursors, or street performers, indig-

breaking down barriers in a milieu uncomfortable with both

Brenda Zlamany has forged a highly wrought pictorial lanat once highly competent within the idiom of photo naturalbut to achieve the credibility and verisimilitude that photog-

1 Donna Gustafson with Essays by Eugene R. Gaddis, Ellen Handy,
Karal Ann Marling, and Lee Siegel. Images from The World Between: The
Circus in 20th Century American Art, 2002. For the American Federation
of the Arts/ The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, touring Wadsworth Athenaeum Museum of Art, Hartford, Connecticut; John and
Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota, Florida; Austin Museum of
Art, Austin, Texas.
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strategies to give body, realness and palpability to her forms,
ing, for instance, or devising color schemes that are independent of the photographed record and are more theatrically

Karharine Bradford, Circus Ring

ant portrait” series of watercolors executed in short sessions
-

37

-

preparatory sketch, now in the Prado, for a tapestry for the
royal chambers at El Escorial, has become a touchstone for

-

the sparse oeuvre of Georges Seurat, his
Circus

,
-

of her circus iconography as Seurat pushes ethereality and
as an anonymous poster for another company, the Nouveau

daughter, Oona, was an undergraduate at Emory University
from life,

-

of the trombonist and the rounded chest of Monsieur Cor-

-

Oona in a black suit and top hat that pops amidst the cacophony of stripes and stars of the other three costumes
, like the

images of Wat-

dentally, that the banishing of the
from the royal
court was a key moment in the rise of the modern circus as

of photography, Impressionism and Symbolism for instance,
,
tors, singers, street musicians and even matadors, whether
depicted in situ or isolated upon a stark, abstracted ground,

ers at one of these, the

-

the Wartenberg sisters about to resume juggling orange
balls cradled by one of the girls or strewn about their feet

Katherine Bradford, Circus Lady

38

of
Robert Henri and a member of The Eight, a group of really turned to circus subjects in their strivings to represent
and in
-

-

where it keeps company with both of the circus images from

39

anything else by Shinn in both its modernity and its old mas-

and a commissioned portrait by
Zlamany that she undertook in the knowledge that it could
be considered part of her Circus series, a portrait of a teen-

earlier

-

up, this presents the half-hearted, tawdry side of weary performers parading in a sideshow perhaps, the clown literally

-

-

of the company portrait in which luminaries include Remcommissions in this vein can be classed as company portraits
which from April 2022 is scheduled to hang in their Abby

, now in its planning stage, will summate
her interest in circus types in a procession, recalling the triumphs of Renaissance masters like Mantegna, in which dif-

historical reckoning in the wake of the #MeToo movement,
the works are intended to insinuate themselves into the his-

arguably,

Zlamany researches each individual within her dynamic
from the moment of their breakthrough scholarship, with
-

cuin which what looks like the brain undersymbolic investment, it is almost uncanny that her subject

his child in such a way that the skull is more fully exposed,
recalling something of the freak show aspect of earlier, pre-

40

is formed of the marathon watercolor portrait sets menhighly concentrated focus on a given individual, dispatched
, a handmade snapshot actually produced with a
camera, albeit a
of the type to which she was
ple, the Hebrew Home for the Aged in the Bronx where she
-

Everett Shinn, The Tightrope Walker (book cover)

, a work that
es in size between adult and child are accentuated within
-

appropriate way, as if to say that this is where they always

41

raries on a daily schedule to form a deliberate contrast with
, the great theme of his Rose Period in which his youthful symbolist style was liberated from
the lachrymose morbidity of his Blue Period, are a powerful
her

and

-

poem,
his
-

mobiles and stabiles, so-named by Duchmances—is the at-oneness of material
Circus stood
it apart from the actual circus of most

-

uals within
Salmon and Max Jacob alongside himself, Olivier and the girl
Raymonde, the traveling jugglers and acrobats and clowns of
The balance of real presences and generic types, of actual
of methodology, and the hard-edge abstract painter Ste-

askew and vulnerable, and in an outgrowth of his love for
and ochre in

Circus is no longer a

-

abstractness, indeed, it is arguably closer
-

right—to risk straining the analogy, in view of its layering, a
-

his ingenuous ingenuity and unfazed fumbling, his Circus is ribald, raucous, Rabelas-

ists drawing in his workspace or when he is at work, a comin photographing Hockney at work on Oona, photographs
words, is what she might wear to gallery openings, not to
work in her studio: this is a fantasy, albeit rendered through

thin mirror in which Zlamany appears with her red blouse
and green background is a shocking intrusion upon the bluesweater, the curtain behind Oona and the ground in Hock-

In his ongoing obsession with Picasso, Hockney has used
the Spanish master as a springboard to rejuvenate or reprintmaker Maurice Payne, have both featured—are argucircus themes dovetailed in the Metropolitan Opera sets

by Francois Poulenc and

-

Circus,
but it is, arguably, her friend and studiois a synthesis of symbolism and modernpresented by Adams and Ollman Gallery
here include so many familiars from the
iconography of circus:
, (all
a

as a beach, the sea and an indoor pool
,
all the world (if not the universe) is a cir-

, despite being Picasso, is very much

essence of Bradford is the collision of the
cosmic and the all-too-human, of univer-

visitors to his cramped studio with performances of a circus
made of rough, improvised materials using wire and found
Circus was the toast of the avant garde, his

gesture, color, and form at the service of

Brenda Zlamany, Stilt Walkers, Family Portrait #3

42
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which she recounts having grown children already in Maine
together with a new lover and now now her life partner, to

fusion of closed-circuits of symbolism in a steam-punk aesfor Brenda Zlamany, at once literal renderings of something

Brenda Zlamany in her studio

44

Brenda Zlamany, World Upside Down, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 96 x 72 in.

resonance in her series of nine circus mask portraits, observed in the Arabian desert but painted during lockdown as

45

Drawings by
Elizabeth Streb

Human Eye
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Our Designated Action Hero: A Conversation with Elizabeth Streb
you enjoy reading it as much as I enjoyed having the conver-

you know, enlarging Hallmark Cards and whatnot, that was
my natural ability without any training, but I was obsessed

working alone, I had a studio on Canal Street for many, many
-

-

STREB Company, 1993
Photo courtesy of Elizabeth Streb, photographer unknown

past August that they commissioned us to do, it was from

-

ing, most visibly with the rope and the pole was tracing spa-

ES1_CT Wemple 1993 Photo Credit: CT Wemple

48
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about my body because they were only looking at the body

about the future, which means when the ground encounters

act of falling completely, which that trust is such a big part of

-

someone build a wooden wall in the studio on Canal Street

that thing he did across the World Trade Towers and every-

-

want to have you on the books so they gave you cash every

-

the experiments I was doing to see what else the body could
want me to—

-

suspending those things and just allowing yourself to fall and

love with, and for me it was movement, I just kept thinking,
,
which was the name of one of my dances that did on a circle,

-

-

Shorts, my dancing partner and I, going up and down and up
-

-

the earth intercepts and stops in a very, very rough way your
-
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STREB-Link
Photo by Jamie Kraus, Courtesy of Jacob’s Pillow
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so concerned with your safety, whatever anyone conjugates

I guess, the end game was you need machinery, you need

But, snow skiing and motorcycle riding is where I met real
-

to do my cooking job and I would remember what move I

-

al theory is, for myself and what I try to share with others,

-

were in the company and I just had us go, dive, dive, dive,
they realized that that was the beginning, middle, and end

I think that I never really had a problem —I was curious
-

-

-

-

or dad or whoever take you to ballet class every week a few

STREB Rehearsal

STREB-Steel

Photo Credit: Stephanie Berger

Photo Credit: Stephanie Berger
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that to me is that, how can you come up with a really good
-

margin of one of his papers but as if it was solved, but aprain, that geography, has to make up formulas, has to make

the choosing of your dancers, and Bobby and Cassie were
saying that you let them choose to some extent their costumes in certain pieces in order to even incorporate more
-

-

vid virus or is—I know Bobby shared that he has a program

Bobby, Shannon, and Mary, who just kept this truck rolling

nect with the unseen realms, of which indigenous people

transfer our weight separate from one leg to the other, one

-

with Cassandra throughout this COVID scorched earth policy

be strong to do your movements, to get involved in what
-

in an image of a work of art that they have lying around the
s and step-step-leaps and
there—and the ridiculous reference system, that it

comments and your vision is so really profound because the

because that is where the beauty of the prize lies all untam-

me, Cassandra and Daniel and Jackie, especially, and Bobby,

cause, if you can surprise a child, then you are on the right

come up with their own moves, and then she constructs it

I want to say thank you to everyone who believed in STREB,
and the parents who bring their kids here, and the fact that
Every museum and every theater in New York City should

I made one Zoom dance called Grammar

much money from the government and from the city itself

the most moving, hysterical, lovely bunch of pieces with

And all of those things that came into my mind that allowed the strangers walking by to walk in with just an invis-

yet conjoined with an order of events that went temporally
that get transferred to the kids by Cassandra and Jackie and

lize, more carefully now because of Covid, allows us to really

-

children, with their movements and events with them in
And, if you can come up with anything like that, then you

from the ground up because we have been doing it really
-

I think that I see the dances that get constructed by Cassandra and the kids, and Jackie and the kids and Daniel, who

54
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HASHTAG # EXTREME POSSIBILITIES!
An interview with Bobby Hedglin-Taylor and Cassandre JoBobby and Cassandre sat down for a chat just before the

develop a stronger curriculum, and I wanted to get my hands
dirty with more programming in our classes and residencies,
I think at that point it was six or seven years that I was in
-

-

-

Fabio showed Elizabeth and the community as a whole that
you could withstand the work for a much longer amount of
-

The past year our teachers have been more or less all in

the company I would say the average life span of a STREB

you sign up to be a STREB dancer, you know that you will

And I think Elizabeth is, in essence, leading that way and

My job right now is to develop our teacher training pro-

the two worlds were so similar that I found myself just lov-

-

When I joined, I was just a dancer so I would come in for

-

and it has a lot of theory behind it so that we were able to

was so deep that it could carry us through even though we
-
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Bobby-Trapeze, Photo courtesy of Bobby Hedglin-Taylor, photographer unknown

especially given the intensity of the work, but it feeds the
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They sought male dancers because they needed as many as

so needed in these days when the challenges that are going
across the George Washington Bridge and park our bikes in

KidsPopAction2
Photo Credit: Dan Lubbers
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Bobby-Teaching, Photo courtesy of Bobby Hedglin-Taylor, photographer unknown

And then I got a full scholarship to the American Musi-
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only coach in New York City who was actually training people
And I was also the standby for one of the leads as well as the

extra way to make my performance world come alive and it
-

started hiring aerialists and there were six aerialists at that

I was actually in Florida and I got a call to work on a musical on Broadway called
and I came up to New York to work on The
was because I was training people a block away in some-

I was on the road with the musical

and I was a
-

trapeze school, there was no Slam, there were no aerial arts
-

Cassie Teaching
Photo Credit: Dakota Ray Photography

into the musical
know if Cassie remembers, but Stephen Sondheim himself,

have a net like you would have outside, because a net re-

bought a streamlined, custom-designed air bag for our rig

hundreds of people surrounding you but, if you look up in
the air, this is where we trained the girls for the musical The
We had women on aerial hammocks and this was the

was working and training at Trapeze School New York, which

that, Elizabeth was having her rehearsals here and I would
-

Kids-PopAction1

a

-

rig, which basically means a smaller trapeze

Photo Credit: Dan Lubbers
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me up with that song every morning and it got me through
unteered with a friend who was a hypnotherapist and she
-

ing with the circus community since the circus and theater
and

Then, because my body was going through a lot of physi-

, the musicals on Broad-

classes as well, because not a lot of people knew how to use

Elizabeth had, I believe it was a 20-second clip that was on
called

-

, which is a Plexiglas wall, which the a dancers

I remembered it as soon as I walked in and I heard the echo
-

circus called
-

STREB-Cassie-Air, Credit: Photo by Jamie Kraus; Courtesy of Jacob’s Pillow

on the musicals

Bobby: I truly believe that that shows not only the ability
that we have as a company to pivot on a dime, but it also
shows that as a company we were reaching out to the kids
that people would stop and take a moment and then start

Parents needed us because they wanted their kids to have

-

normally able to be together because of the pandemic, but

And just like what Cassie was saying about how we pivoted
soon as we knew what the new formula was, we went with

62

in—we were not always in a zone, but we were not, we were
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the fun, the humor, the game element I think is really im-

moves, she encourages us to do whatever we can, whenever
doing the same move, but then how can you make it more

encompasses the personal best, and we say that to our stumake something and then name it and then that gets incorBobby:
I found—the show that we did at the Park Avenue Armory,
I was so glad that the apparatuses were miked so that the
audience could hear what you were calling and what was

Bobby: When you guys are on the turntable with three or
four women in the center, and that was
And you could hear that and that was one of my favorite
parts because it gave the dancers a humanity and that was
-

The work is the work and the design is the choreography
while ago, and it just adds a whole other dimension to the

has one, but I guess OSHA would be maybe the closest thing
paratus these days—there is no governing body, as far as
Bobby: But we do abide by all of the rigging standards that
would never use an apparatus that would go beyond what
Bobby: All of those things that are created in those appa-

freedom that Elizabeth gives us, they started to make it

ratuses, we call the

, which I got to play with

humor that came in with Fabio Tavarez, who was a clown

-

by a circus family member, she was actually going against

the work and then achieving the crazy feats, which is its own

-

open to the idea of bringing non-circus families into their
-

-

they know inside and out what that apparatus can do be-

how, once a dancer jumps, how can we keep that body in
disciplines use it, but then she creates a system around it to

then, as the years go by, I think she gets deeper and deeper

KidsPopAction3
Photo Credit: Dan Lubbers
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When I was learning trapeze and when I was learning aer-

So, the latest machine she built is the only one of its kind
and it was built by Noe

65

an ongoing thing that we pride ourselves on because they

Prior to that, her ground work was impact based and it was

-

-

appropriate moves and choreography, it can translate to any
piece—a trampoline piece called

with eight dancers that
-

that, some companies will come to perform that night, they
do their piece, they go back to their hotel room, they go to

-

-

proachability as a company, as well, because we do a lot of
So, is there anything you would like to add before we sign
of a STREB show has actually become more standard now

-

-

-

But I think each piece in the way the machine is prototypic, and then coupled with the idea of giving the dancers
total freedom to kind of create and to change and to invent,

performances we brought back some machines that we had
cessity of social distancing, so we did a lot of solos, which is
some point it would be incredible to bring you out there to

I think what evolved from that is a new piece or her new
work, called
-
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this, whenever the company does go out of town, because
everybody is a teacher, we do a lot of residencies and then

Silks-CommunityClass
Photo courtesy of Bobby Hedglin-Taylor, photographer unknown
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Out of the Circus and into the Community

-

By Deborah Kaufmann
Healthy Humor Co-Founder, Director of Training and Education

shows and workshops, which allow children and families a

Bond Street Theatre are two groups doing this important
-

grown and developed into a worldwide discipline called by
age and empower children and their families at hospitals all
Red Nose Docs, working in pairs, always ask permission to
-

Dr. Dibble, Healthy Humor, New York
Photo Credit: Maike Schulz

-

with one ring into big extravaganzas performed in huge tents
their expressions to be read from the ring all the way up to

to see and be seen, to take a breath, to assess whether the
moment demands a simple, sweet song or a build-up into a
-

Dr. Dibble and Dr. Yadontsay, Healthy Humor Red Nose Docs, cheering up a young patient with the magic of giant
bubbles.
Photo Credit: Paulo Salud

I

n some form, clowns have always been an important
cal tricksters, the
(sacred clowns of the Sioux
people), and jesters hold a mirror in front of us, so we can

The actors who choose the role of clown are skilled physithemselves as objects of ridicule (self-ridicule included) to

The energy needed to perform in such a huge venue is also
makers understood the fear of strangers and exploited it by
making those ghastly clown masks that are used to terror-

manners, drop things, tangle themselves up in simple tasks,
speak an inappropriate truth, state the obvious, react with
-

It has become popular to claim a fear of clowns, though very
-

dience to feel smarter and more virtuous, or to laugh as they

clown, with exaggerated makeup: a white base, over-sized
-

-

face that has been transformed into a monster by movies
such as

68

and Robin Williams have all used the art form to create
Clowns have come out of those formal venues and found
Dr. DiddlySquat, Healthy Humor, Loma Linda, CA
Photo Credit: Billy Murray
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tune of

With a small boy:
Dr. Ima Confused, Healthy Humor, New York
Photo Credit: ©2020 HealthyHumor/Jim R Moore

They make rounds on a regular schedule, year round, so
-

Dr. Waffles, Healthy Humor, Miami
Photo Credit: ©2020 HealthyHumor/Jim R Moore

ple would be delicious, and we both start complaining about
Below are some stories from Healthy Humor that illustrate
Dr. Ma, Healthy Humor, Chicago

photos of the open and approachable characters of Healthy

Photo Credit: ©2020 HealthyHumor/Jim R Moore

With a teen:
talented, performers, using variety and circus skills, puppetand catharsis, a chance for people to laugh at or to laugh
joy, laughter, wonder and comfort to those
back and forth thinking deeply, before answering INCORobvious answer, with Dibble loudly bemoaning her own in-

With an elder:

-

but she visibly perked up with curiosity at our presence and
smiled at the novelty of our arriving with her physical theraDr. MooChaCha, Healthy Humor, New York.
Photo Credit: ©2020 HealthyHumor/Jim R Moore
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Dr. Spats, Healthy Humor, Baltimore
Photo Credit: ©2020 HealthyHumor/Jim R Moore
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Oskar Schlemmer and The Triadic Ballet
By Camilla Fallon

The aim of the Bauhaus was to make a new and powerful
-

Clearly he was comfortable with it as a painter, thought in
depth about it, but was also a dancer and a set and costume

-

Nuswas

-

thought of theater as a picture frame full of the possibility
of transcendence and metamorphosis, a perfect medium for

gave Schlemmer
claimed that Schlemmer as a dancer experienced space with
his stage works for ballet and theater, it is apparent that he
experienced space not only through more vision, but with
-

signs for

when Diaghilev was at the height
-

nascent round of the

standardized characters of

It was a success and performances followed in Milan, Ber-

versal types) helped him invent a new abstract and mechan-

Schlemmer the Master of Form and head of the Bauhaus

consisted of three parts: twelve dances with eighteen dif-

We know Oskar Schlemmer as a painter whose wellthe third, which was performed on a black stage, was de-

a la
French path to Cubism and in my recent works have struck

seem like a lab for a veritable circus act, perhaps closer to

-

was
Borrowing heavily from

-

1 The Theater of the Bauhaus, edited by Walter Gropius and Arthur
Wensinger, Wesleyan University, 1961
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-

dance and theatrical piece using architectonic puppets as
who supplied the music as a piano roll: a mechanized and
2 The Letters and Diaries of Oskar Schlemmer, Northwestern
University Press 1990 *

The Triadic Ballet by Oskar Schlemmer, Author: Anonymous, Collection: Private, Courtesy of The J. Paul Getty Museum. Los Angeles

T

2

-
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-

-

Walt Kuhn’s Circus Paintings
links

By Barbara Friedman
-

W

, set in

Mille made

and-the-technological-body-bauhaus-performance-finds-new-

-

-

physical feeling of the dance, and were like mechanical mari-

-

was injured in WWI and had seen a lot of it as well the pesign News
by George Kan
Bauhaus” by Mark Franko

performances,

-

-

felt that ballet as a discipline was free from historical bag-

-

-

-

made a portrait of himself covered
was described by friends as the
models explained the importance
makeup I swear —the whole sense
of it—was as much and as great as
SesI have always wondered who historically joined the circus, and why

on
-

de Soleil on several occasions and

, and

shadow the human drama that I
-

which uses atonality through-

that I saw at the much-maligned
-

Ever since
the
thought of running away to the
circus has been a perennial delight
something appealing to young
people in the directness and verve

Walter Kuhn, Self Portrait as a Clown
74
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, and
Another point of similarity is the way that the subjects in
does, and I enjoy what I

Manet, his mix of modernist painterly bravura with the skills

come closer, instead” (

accepted at home, and the circus was not only a place you
could run away to but typically a place you could join when

-

-

-

alogue,

-

tragic and human side of his character rather than its tradiWalt Kuhn himself created and launched various theatrical

Walter Kuhn, Showgirl in Armor
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Kerry James Marshall, When Frustration Threatens Desire

Walter Kuhn, Woman in Majorette Costume
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II
Such heavy shadows
their weight bends the branches
my skin in shreds
drips slowly to earth
waits for words to arrive
the hours we spent not talking

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Mask Portrait #2, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 24x24 in.

III
dispossessed
whose words are a hundred
thousand pictures of the coming rain
footsteps more abundant
propose a hieroglyphic poetry of
bliss
dusty anger

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Mask Portrait #1, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 24 x 24 in.

by Barry Schwabsky
I
an illegible expression provides for each possible outcome
as earth slowly sheds its skin
your spirit starts to show the cold air its bones
this fat world has eyes for you

80

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Mask Portrait #3, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 24 x 24 in.
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IV
Sky azure blue, a burning color
reaches out to take you by the hand,
compassionate
you wonder how the world persists
without these memories
where blood leaks from the open
moment

VI
At least if our intel pans out
each residual object would be a
listening ear
your eye whispers to
the music that will once have taken
place

how to pronounce

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Mask Portrait #6, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 24 x 24 in.

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Mask Portrait #4, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 24 x 24 in.

V
Beneath my aching feet the soil

VII
Nothing bizarre among the secrets
exchanged
no news from the single sparrow
wheeling crazily in the breeze above
us
that one thing someone hesitated
to say

shy and lonely death gods take no
responsibility
for men whose thoughts are thunder
and lightning
tone known as meanwhile

the irresponsible hour when

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Mask Portrait #5, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 24 x 24 in.
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Brenda Zlamany, Circus Mask Portrait #7, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 24 x 24 in.
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VIII
the pale horizon, its elusive depths
you gradually press up toward the
clouds
the trees we engage in whispering
converse

THE ADOPT AN ARTIST PROGRAM
Background
The Adopt an Artist Program is a new organization created and produced by Mia Feroleto, the
originator of ARTWALK NY and other groundbreaking events in the New York City
contemporary art world. Feroleto has now conceived of the creation of the Fresh Art Fund for
artists. Creator of The Adopt An Artist Program, Mia Feroleto, was trained as a painter and holds
an MA in lithography. She feels that her art education was the most important gift of her life in
that it taught her to create from nothing each and every day. Whether it be working on a blank
piece of canvas or envisioning a project such as ARTWALK NY, or The Adopt An Artist
Program, the same principles apply in terms of combining the seeds of creativity with the
practical needs of developing a project in the world. The Adopt An Artist Program re-configures
the present-day art world and brings it home to the daily lives of all of us. It holds the possibility
of supporting creativity in each and every one of us.

Brenda Zlamany, Circus Mask Portrait #8, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 24 x 24 in.

video
the hour need not match its
your hidden features mark a deeper
understanding
the threadlike seepage of a telling
silence

Objective
Stimulate creativity and create a catalyst for the growth of the art industry.
Strategy
Create a domestic and international exchange program for artists and the public.
Mia
Feroleto is a well-known art advisor, activist and artist who divides her time between Vermont and South
Overview

Dakota. She is the creator of A SHELTER FROM THE STORM: ARTISTS FOR THE HOMELESS OF NEW
Residents of the United States and communities around the globe will be invited to participate by
YORK and ARTWALK NY, an annual event for Coalition for the Homeless that has been copied all around the

hosting
a visiting
artist
in their
homes
a two-week
or one-month
period
time. Ideally,
country
since
beginning
in 1995.
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hasfor
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andoflarge-scale
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Brenda Zlamany, Circus Mask Portrait #9, 2020/21. Oil on linen, 24 x 24 in.
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She is determined to maximize visibility for the arts and our cultural world and is currently developing The Adopt an
Artist Program to send artists to destinations around the globe in order to create and develop their art. She can be
reached at mia.feroleto@gmail.com
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CONTRIBUTORS’ BIOS

Bobby Hedglin-Taylor
tute, the Indigenous school being founded

Eric Aho is a painter living and working in

Rhona Bitner
She lives and works between New York
shown in the United States and internatute of Chicago, The American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers, The
Ringling Museum of Art, Wellin Museum
at Hamilton College and the Whitney Muand

Art, Cohen wrote for leading newspapers
and magazines in England and around the
Savu

(Col-

an interview with Howard Sherman in a

Camilla Fallon
land, Camilla Fallon graduated from the
-

She was awarded a

graduate of the Yale University School of

She is on the faculty of the School of the

shows around NYC, most recently at the

based in New York
-

characters who may appear as heroes or
lovers, families or couples, businessman
-

solo show at the University of South CaroKylie Heidenheimer about fractured and
fragmented space in contemporary paintat the
Abrazo Gallery at The Clemente Center
,
a short piece for
and several

publisher of

,

partner in the founding of the Thunderheart Center for the Arts in Wasta, South
Dakota and the creator and producer of
the Consciousness and Contact conferences that have received world-wide recNew Obpodcast on
,

to maximize visibility for the arts and our
cultural world and is currently developing

Donna Gustafson is the Interim Director
and Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art at the Zimmerli Art Museum at

Zervigón of

of a Guggenheim Fellowship and a Joan
-

and the author of
Mia Feroleto is a well-known art advisor,

(Ap-

Art Museum, 2005), and

in New York at CANADA, one in Milan at

David Cohen is editor and publisher of
and founder-moderator of The

has been copied all around the country
served on the board of directors of such
-
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(Hunterdon

Broadway musical
he brought circus aerial to the fairies in
at Classic Stage
Company starring Bebe Neuwirth and
phy has been featured in
,

-

Residence Fellowship from the University
of Tampa in Florida and was the featured
And Sally Avery Fellowship at MacDowell

er for the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine

she earned several state and regional
-

joined STREB in 2007 as an instructor and
company member and when she is not
seen in a rehearsal or teaching classes at
the Park Avenue Armory, scaling the walls
of the Bergdorf building and dancing on
to her performance work with the comthe STREB Kid Company, she has choreographed and self-produced three evening
length works:
-

, as
including

the Arts grant, a Fulbright-Hayes grant to

Live and
As a performer, Bobby has appeared with the rock band
-

other venues across the United States and
been represented by Catharine Clark Gal-

including

and
His former students have performed
all over the world in shows including the
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Cir-

and

University of California at Santa Cruz and
earned a Master of Fine Arts degree at

grateful to do what she loves everyday and
can be found training her daughter Nia to

ographies:

Founder & Director of Training and Educaamong oth-

World, Hershey Park, Busch Gardens, Disney on Ice, The Pickle Family Circus and the

symposia and panels on a variety of topics
in photography, American, and contempo-

passionate about empowering young people to push boundaries and expand their

Phoebe Hoban

work in circus, Bobby was a staple in musical theater in shows like

is an American painter
whose artwork has been described by the

Angela Davis was on view at the Zimmerli

editor of the blog

who has trained cast members and replacements for the hit Broadway revival
of
-

and on
with Gerry Beegan of

a Professor of Fine Arts at Montclair State
University and currently lives in Brooklyn,

has grown to encompass the organiza-

the small screen in reality shows including
-

represented in both private and corporate

seum NY, and the Modern Art Museum in

ing circus, clowning, theater, dance, ballet,

of the year by
and

and
, (New Harvest, Houghton
-

was born and raised in
movement began at the age of four with

Deborah is a pioneer and leader in the burgeoning profession of healthcare clownApple Circus Clown Care (BAC) where it
formers create moments of joy, wonder,
laughter and comfort for hospitalized chilfoonery to children and their caregivers

Docs performers, while also guiding ongo-
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rent on relevant research about the arts in

er in Germany before moving to the United

in many television programs, including The
and
Deborah was instrumental in train-

and Puppet Theater in New York City, and
-

their own healthcare clowning organizateaches and presents about healthcare

annually by the Bread and Puppet Theater
Glover each summer to experience the joy
of their live performances and break bread

-

Barry Schwabsky

She tours her solo clown and puppetry

Elizabeth Streb
Award-winner, Elizabeth Streb has dived
through glass, allowed a ton of dirt to fall
on her head, walked down the outside of

he produced cartoons, drawings, prints,
and sculptures over the course of his ca-

popular book,

ring portraits of circus and vaudeville entertainers, examples of which are included

, was made into a
hit documentary,
directed by
Catherine Gund (Aubin Pictures), which
tended run at The Film Forum in New York
-

Neuberger Museum of Art, Yale University,

ous other awards and fellowships includ-

She has received portrait commissions
from the World Bank, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center,
, Yale University, Rockefeller

New York Dance and Performance Awards

that she has received include a Fulbright

Elizabeth Streb was invited to present a TED

Major commissions for choreography inporary, the Whitney Museum of Art, Wolf
Cultural Olympiad for the Summer Games,
-

her keynote lectures at such places as the

,
miered at the IFC theater in New York City
pany have also been featured in
and

,

was invited by Walter Gropius to teach at
the Bauhaus in Weimar and Dessauwhere
at the Art Academy in Breslau where he
painted
to resign and was declared degenerate by
the Nazis, and remained in obscurity for
Peter Schumann is the co-founder and diBorn in Silesia, he was a sculptor and danc-
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-

sion and is a member of the board of the

anyone and everyone can come in, watch

Oskar Schlemmer
-

-

York University, a Bachelor of Science in
Modern Dance from SUNY Brockport, and
honorary doctorates from SUNY Brockport,

30 years of on-going support from the

Blowhards she played NYC Parks, Sympho-

to California, then spent two years in Eu-

-

Greene), The Brooklyn Museum of Art (in

MTV, on the

and

and on

Brenda Zlamany is a painter who lives and

senters (APAP), the Penny Stamps Speaker
Series at the University of Michigan, Chorus America, the University of Utah, and as

has appeared in numerous solo and group

The New

-

Asia, and the Middle East, including the
Kids-Trapeze
Photo courtesy of STREB, photographer unknown
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Bread & Puppet Press
Online Store
Peter Schumann’s graphic artworks are distributed across Bread & Puppet’s many activities,
and as a whole make up the theater’s distinct aesthetic identity. Beginning in the early 1980s
the Bread & Puppet Press has been channeling Schumann’s prolific output of artworks in the
forms of posters, banners, books, cards, and other print based media. Our emphasis is on
utilitarian uses of art, for such vital activities as celebration, decoration, information,
argumentation, rumination- and puppetry!
Visit the Bread & Puppet online store to discover an inspiring array of work available now.

breadandpuppet.org/shop
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BOOKSTORES
PUBLISHING •

•

ONLINE CATALOG
ARTISTS’ EDITIONS

•

ART BOOK FAIRS
•

MAIL ORDER

•

•

EXHIBITIONS

•

EVENTS

RESOURCES & EDUCATION

A nonprofit for artists’ books since 1976

printedmatter.org
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MAIN LOCATION

ST MARKS

231 11th Ave
New York, NY 10001

38 St Marks Pl
New York, NY 10003

